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Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) is a multisystem developmental disorder characterized by hamartomas in various organs,
such as the brain, lungs, and kidneys. Epilepsy, along with autism and intellectual disability, is one of the neurologic impair-
ments associated with TSC that has an intimate relationship with developmental outcomes and quality of life. Sustained acti-
vation of the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) via TSC1 or TSC2 mutations is known to be involved in the onset of
epilepsy in TSC. However, the mechanism by which mTOR causes seizures remains unknown. In this study, we showed that,
human induced pluripotent stem cell-derived TSC2-deficient (TSC22/2) neurons exhibited elevated neuronal activity with
highly synchronized Ca21 spikes. Notably, TSC22/2 neurons presented enhanced Ca21 influx via L-type Ca21 channels
(LTCCs), which contributed to the abnormal neurite extension and sustained activation of cAMP response element binding
protein (CREB), a critical mediator of synaptic plasticity. Expression of Cav1.3, a subtype of LTCCs, was increased in
TSC22/2 neurons, but long-term rapamycin treatment suppressed this increase and reversed the altered neuronal activity and
neurite extensions. Thus, we identified Cav1.3 LTCC as a critical downstream component of TSC-mTOR signaling that would
trigger enhanced neuronal network activity of TSC22/2 neurons. We suggest that LTCCs could be potential novel targets for
the treatment of epilepsy in TSC.
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Significance Statement

There is a close relationship between elevated mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) activity and epilepsy in tuberous scle-
rosis complex (TSC). However, the underlying mechanism by which mTOR causes epilepsy remains unknown. In this study,
using human TSC2�/� neurons, we identified elevated Ca21 influx via L-type Ca21 channels as a critical downstream compo-
nent of TSC-mTOR signaling and a potential cause of both elevated neuronal activity and neurite extension in TSC2�/� neu-
rons. Our findings demonstrate a previously unrecognized connection between sustained mTOR activation and elevated Ca21

signaling via L-type Ca21 channels in human TSC neurons, which could cause epilepsy in TSC.

Introduction
Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) is a multisystem developmen-
tal disorder characterized by benign tumors called hamartomas
in the brain, lungs, and kidneys (Crino et al., 2006). The causal
genes for TSC are TSC1 and TSC2, which encode hamartin and
tuberin, respectively (Sparagana and Roach, 2000; Montagne et
al., 2001). Hamartin and tuberin form a protein complex that
acts as a GTPase-activating protein for the small G-protein, Rheb
(Yamagata et al., 1994; Garami et al., 2003; Inoki et al., 2003;
Zhang et al., 2003). Heterozygous loss-of-function mutations in
either TSC1 or TSC2 increase the GTP-bound form of Rheb,
resulting in the hyperactivation of the mammalian target of rapa-
mycin (mTOR) and the subsequent development of hamartomas
in various tissues (Crino, 2013).
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Some of the major clinical symptoms of TSC are neurologic
and psychiatric impairments, including epilepsy, autism, and in-
tellectual disabilities. Epilepsy, especially, is the most common
neurologic symptom and is a critical issue affecting the quality of
life of patients with TSC (Chu-Shore et al., 2010; Thiele, 2010).
Up to 90% of patients with TSC have epilepsy that begins in
infancy and early childhood, and over half of the cases are refrac-
tory to regular antiepileptic drugs (Overwater et al., 2015).

Using rodent models of TSC, previous studies have shown
that intractable epilepsy in TSC is likely caused by constitutively
activated mTOR. Brain-specific conditional Tsc1 and Tsc2 KO
mice develop epilepsy as well as histologic abnormalities in the
brain, including megalencephaly, somatic hypertrophy, neural
disorganization, and ectopic axonal growth (Uhlmann et al.,
2002; Meikle et al., 2007; Choi et al., 2008; Zeng et al., 2008,
2011; Magri et al., 2011; Abs et al., 2013; Koene et al., 2019).
mTOR activity levels are correlated with the severity of epilepsy
and neuropathology in the mouse brain (Zeng et al., 2011;
Nguyen et al., 2019). Importantly, the mTOR inhibitor rapamy-
cin or its derivatives prevent epilepsy, prolong survival, and
ameliorate histologic brain abnormalities in Tsc model mice
(Zeng et al., 2008, 2011; Carson et al., 2012; Lasarge and Danzer,
2014; Hsieh et al., 2016; Koene et al., 2019). Studies using two- or
three-dimensional cultures of human induced pluripotent stem
cells (iPSCs) or human embryonic stem cells also support the
effect of rapamycin on the altered functional and morphologic
changes in human neurons and glial cells with TSC mutations
(Costa et al., 2016; Blair et al., 2018; Sundberg et al., 2018;
Nadadhur et al., 2019; Winden et al., 2019). In addition, recent
clinical studies reported that the use of mTOR inhibitors is a
promising treatment for intractable epilepsy (Cardamone et al.,
2014; French et al., 2016; Krueger et al., 2016; Mizuguchi et al.,
2019). However, the mechanisms underlying seizure develop-
ment in TSC remain unknown (Lasarge and Danzer, 2014). Why
does excess mTOR activity trigger epilepsy in TSC? As mTOR
inhibitors have important side effects, such as stomatitis and re-
spiratory infections, new treatments that are more beneficial for
patients with TSC are needed (Krueger et al., 2013; Fogarasi et
al., 2016; French et al., 2016). However, the precise signaling
pathways downstream of mTOR, which cause seizures in TSC,
need to be understood in more detail to develop new treatments.

In this study, we generated TSC2-mutant neurons from
human iPSCs and showed that TSC2�/� neurons had abnor-
mally extended neurites (Costa et al., 2016; Blair et al., 2018). In
addition, TSC2�/� neurons exhibited highly synchronized spon-
taneous neuronal activity with Ca21 spikes. We further charac-
terized the physiological properties of TSC2�/� neurons and
identified enhanced Ca21 influx via voltage-dependent L-type
Ca21 channels (LTCCs), possibly Cav1.3, as a downstream effect
of sustained TSC-mTOR signaling. Increased Ca21 influx via
LTCCs partially contributed to the abnormally extended neurite
elongation of TSC2�/� neurons and triggered sustained activa-
tion of the transcription factor, cAMP-responsive element bind-
ing (CREB). Our findings provide an important clue for
understanding the signaling crosslink between TSC-mTOR and
Ca21 signaling via LTCC, which may be associated with epilepsy
onset in TSC.

Materials and Methods
Establishment of human iPSCs with TSC2 mutations. Human iPSCs

(HPS0002: 409B2) (Okita et al., 2011) were provided by RIKEN
BRC through the National BioResource Project of the MEXT/
AMED. The iPSCs were transfected with plasmids encoding

sgRNA (ACAATCGCATCCGGATGATAGGG) and Cas9 by elec-
troporation (NEPA21, NepaGene). After 4 d, genomic DNA was
extracted from the transfected cells, and the fragment containing
exon 3 of the TSC2 gene was amplified by PCR using the following
primers: 59-GATTCTCCTGCCTCACTCTCCC-39 and 59-AGTCAGC
TGTCAACCATGTTCCT-39. The fragments were subsequently digested
with T7 endonuclease I (New England Biolabs) to verify the presence of
mutations. After confirming the mutations, single iPSC clones were iso-
lated, and TSC2 mutations were further confirmed by DNA sequencing.
The established iPSCs were maintained in StemMACS iPS-Brew XF
human (Miltenyi Biotec) medium in Matrigel matrix (Corning)-coated
plastic dishes. This study was approved by the Tokyo Metropolitan
Institute of Medical Science Committee.

Differentiation of iPSCs to neural progenitor cells (NPCs) and neu-
rons. Embryoid body (EB) formation was performed as previously
described (Brennand et al., 2011) with some modifications. Briefly,
human iPSCs were incubated with EDTA dissociation solution (Beers et
al., 2012) for 3 min and suspended in StemMACS iPS-Brew XF medium
containing 10 mM Y27632. Cell suspensions were spotted on the lids of
10 cm culture dishes, and cell aggregates were formed by hanging drops.
The next day, the cell aggregates were transferred into N2 medium
(DMEM/F12 [Wako], 1� N2 supplement [Invitrogen], 1� B27 minus
vitamin A supplement [Invitrogen], 2 mM GlutaMAX supplement
[Invitrogen], 10 mM SB431542 [Selleck], 10 mM dorsomorphin [Abcam])
and maintained in suspension in noncoated plastic dishes for 7 d to
form EBs. Thereafter, the EBs were plated onto polyornithine (Sigma)/lam-
inin (Sigma)-coated plastic plates and maintained for 1 week in N2 medium
containing 1.0mg/ml laminin. The rosettes were subsequently detached using
the STEMdiff Neural Rosette Selection Reagent (STEMCELL Technologies)
and cultured in NPC medium (DMEM/F12, 1xN2 supplement, 1� B27
minus vitamin A supplement, 2 mM GlutaMAX supplement, 1.0 mg/ml
laminin, and 20ng/ml FGF2 [Wako]). NPCs were maintained at a high den-
sity and diluted by one-third every week with Accutase (Nacalai).

Neural differentiation was performed as previously described (Shi et
al., 2012) with modifications. NPCs were treated with Accutase and sus-
pended in neural culture medium (0.5� DMEM/F12, 0.5� Neurobasal
medium, 0.5� N2 supplement, 1� B27 supplement, 0.05 mM mercapto-
ethanol [Sigma], 2 mM GlutaMAX supplement, 2.5mg/ml insulin
[Sigma], 0.5 mM sodium pyruvate [(Sigma], 0.5� nonessential amino
acid [Sigma], 1� CultureOne supplement [Thermo Fisher Scientific],
and 1� penicillin-streptomycin-amphotericin B suspension [Wako]).
The cell suspensions were filtered using a pluriStrainer-Mini 40mm
(PluriSelect) and plated on polyornithine/polyethyleneimine (Sigma)/
laminin (Sigma)-coated 12 mm coverslips (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in
24-well dishes. The cell densities were 0.5 to 1.0� 105 cells per well. Half
volume of the medium was exchanged twice a week.

Immunoblotting. The cells were lysed using lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-
HCl, pH7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1.0% Triton, and 1 mM EDTA) containing
0.1% SDS, PhosSTOP (Sigma-Aldrich), and Complete Protease Inhibitor
(Sigma-Aldrich). The lysates were centrifuged at 15,000 � g for 10min
at 4°C, and the protein concentrations of the supernatants were meas-
ured using a BCA protein assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific). For Cav1.3
detection, the cells were directly lysed with 1� SDS-PAGE loading
buffer, and the protein concentration was determined by XL-Bradford
(KY-1030, Integrale). The proteins were separated by 7.5% SDS-PAGE
and transferred to a PVDF transfer membrane. The membrane was
blocked with PBS/0.05% Tween 20 (PBST) containing 3% skim milk and
was then probed with appropriate antibodies for 2 h at room tempera-
ture. After washing with PBST for 30min, the membrane was probed
with HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies for 1 h. Next, the membrane
was washed with PBST for 30min, and the protein bands were visualized
using Immobilon Western Chemiluminescent HRP Substrate (Millipore)
on an LAS3000 (Fujifilm).

Antibodies. The antibodies used in this study include the chicken
anti-GFP antibody (Millipore, 06-896), rabbit anti-SOX2 antibody
(Millipore, AB5603), anti-Tuberin/TSC2 (D93F12) XP rabbit mAb (Cell
Signaling Technology [CST], #4308), anti-Phospho-S6 Ribosomal
Protein (Ser235/236) antibody (CST, #2211), anti-S6 Ribosomal Protein
(5G10) antibody (CST, #2217), anti-a/b -tubulin antibody (CST,
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#2148), and anti-microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2) antibody
(Millipore AB5622). We also used the anti-Phospho-CREB (Ser133)
(87G3) antibody (CST #9198), anti-MAP2 monoclonal antibody (AP18)
(Invitrogen, #MA5-12 826), anti-b -actin antibody (MBL, M177-3), anti-
Nestin clone 10C2 antibody (Millipore, MAB5326), anti-Cav1.3 anti-
body (Alomone Labs, ACC-005), anti-Cav1.3 antibody (Ab144) (Jenkins
et al., 2010), anti-b III-tubulin antibody (Tuj1, Covance, MMS-435P),
and Anti-RFP mAb cocktail antibody (MBL, M208-3). For signal
absorption of Cav1.3 (Alomone Labs, ACC-005), the antibodies were
preincubated with the Cav1.3/CACNA1D Blocking Peptide (#BLP-
CC005).

Construction of the plasmid encoding c.a.Rheb. An expression plas-
mid expressing mCherry-IRES-Cre under EF1alpha promoter was a gift
from Karl Deisseroth (Addgene, plasmid #55632) (Fenno et al., 2014). The
vector was digested with AscI and EcoRV, blunted with KOD DNA poly-
merase (Toyobo), and self-ligated to construct a plasmid encoding mCherry.
Human Rheb cDNAwas amplified from the cDNA of HeLa cells using PCR
with KOD plus (Toyobo) and the following primers: CCGAATTCAT
GCCGCAGTCCAAGTCCCGGAAG and GGCTCGAGTCACATCACC
GAGCATGAAGACTTG, which were then cloned into a cloning vector.

The Q64L and S16H mutations in Rheb were introduced by PCR
with a pair of primers, (GTAGACACAGCCGGGCTAGATGAATAT
TCTATC and GATAGAATATTCATCTAGCCCGGCTGTGTCTAC;
GATCCTGGGCTACCGGCATGTGGGGAAATCCTC and GAGGAT
TTCCCCACATGCCGGTAGCCCAGGATC, respectively). Mutations
in S16H and Q64L of Rheb were confirmed by DNA sequencing.
mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb (Q64L and S16H double mutant) plasmids were
constructed using the In-Fusion HD Cloning Kit (Clontech) in the
mCherry-expressing plasmid with the following primers: T2A-S,
GAGGGCAGAGGCAGTCTGCTGACATGCGGTGACGTGGAAGAG
AATCCCGGCCCT; T2A-AS, AGGGCCGGGATTCTCTTCCACGTC
ACCGCATGTCAGCAGACTGCCTCTGCCCTC; T2A-mCherry-AS,
GCAGACTGCCTCTGCCCTCCTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGC; T2A-
Rheb-S, GGAAGAGAATCCCGGCCCTATGCCGCAGTCCAAGTCC;
Rheb-WPRE-S, TGCTCGGTGATGTGAGATATCAAGCTTATCGAT
AATC; and WPRE-Rheb-AS, ATCGATAAGCTTGATATCTCAC
ATCACCGAGCATGAAG.

Transfection of neurons with Lipofectamine 2000. TSC21/1 NPCs
were differentiated into neurons and transfected with mCherry or
mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb-expressing plasmids by Lipofectamine 2000
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) on days 8-9 following neural differentiation.
Ca21 imaging was performed on days 9-11 after the transfection.
Activation of mTOR in mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb-expressing neurons was
confirmed by immunostaining with an anti-Phospho-S6 antibody.

Immunocytochemistry. Neurons were fixed in 4.0% PFA/PBS for
10min at room temperature. The fixed cells were washed once with PBS,
permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100/PBS for 5 min, and blocked with
3% skim milk/PBS for 1 h. After blocking, the coverslips were incubated
with the appropriate primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. Thereafter,
the coverslips were washed 3 times with PBS for 30min in total. The cells
were then probed with Alexa-488-, -586-, or -647-conjugated secondary
antibodies (Invitrogen) for 1 h at room temperature. After washing 3
times with PBS for 30min, the coverslips were mounted with
Vectashield (Vector Laboratories) and observed under a confocal fluo-
rescence microscope (FV3000 [Olympus] or BZ-X800 [Keyence]).

For CREB phosphorylation (pCREB) immunostaining, neurons were
pretreated with 0.5 mM TTX (Nacalai) for 2 h, stimulated with 60 mM

KCl for 3 min, and fixed with 4% PFA/PBS at various time points after
stimulation. The fixed cells were then sequentially treated with �20°C
methanol for 5 min and 0.2% Triton X-100/PBS for 5 min and were then
subjected to immunostaining as described above.

Electroporation of NPCs. NPCs (3� 106 cells) were electroporated
with 2.5 mg pmax-GFP using a Mouse Neural Stem Cell Nucleofector
TM Kit (Amaxa, VPG-1004) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. The electroporated cells (;7500 cells/well) were mixed
with nontransfected cells (1� 105 cells/well) and plated into 24-well
plates. The cells were fixed with 4% PFA/PBS on day 7 of neuronal
differentiation, stained with an anti-GFP antibody, and subjected to
analysis.

Ca21 imaging. Cultured neurons on coverslips were loaded with 5
mM Fluo-8 AM (Quest Fluo-8, AAT Bioquest) and 5 mM fura-2 AM
(Dojindo) in the recording solution (115 mM NaCl, 5.4 mM KCl, 1 mM

MgCl2, 2 mM CaCl2, 20 mM HEPES, 10 mM glucose, pH, 7.42) for 30min
at room temperature. Fluo-8 signals were observed under an inverted
microscope (IX80, Olympus) with a U-MNIBA3 filter cube unit
(Olympus). The fluorescent images of spontaneous neuronal activity at
37°C were recorded for 3 min at 1Hz. For measuring Ca21 influx into
neurons on membrane depolarization, TTX (0.5mM, Nacalai) was added
to the recording solution, and the cells were stimulated with 60 mM KCl
for 20 s. fura-2 fluorescent images were obtained every 5 s using
3406 10 and 3806 10nm excitation filters, a 400 nm dichroic beam
splitter, and a bandpass emission filter at 510-550 nm. The mCherry sig-
nals were taken with a U-MWIY2 filter cube unit (Olympus).

To measure the Ca21 store size, we removed CaCl2 from the record-
ing buffer and added 10 mM of cyclopiazonic acid (CPA) (Tocris
Bioscience) to inhibit Ca21 pump activity. Additional drugs used were
nifedipine (Wako), v -conotoxin MVIIC (Peptide Institute, 4283-v), and
v -conotoxin GVIA (Peptide Institute, 4161-v). To make a raster plot of
Ca21 spikes, imaging data analysis was performed using a self-made
ImageJ plugin. This plugin detects the local maximum and minimum
over a five-length sliding window across neighboring elements of the
Ca21 imaging data. When the local maximum value was higher than 5
times the SD of the resting value, the Ca21 transient of the local maxi-
mum was recognized as the Ca21 peak.

RNA purification, cDNA synthesis, and qPCR. RNA was purified
from neurons using the RNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. cDNA was synthesized using the ReverTra
Ace qPCR RT Master Mix (Toyobo), and qPCR was performed using
the StepOne Real-Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems) and the
Thunderbird SYBR qPCR Mix (Toyobo) with the appropriate primers.
The primers used were as follows: GRIA1-S, 59-GGGAGGTGATTCC
AAGGACAAG-39; GRIA1-AS, 59-AGCATGGCTAGTCCAAGTCC-39;
GRIN1-S, 59-AGGCCGTGAGAGACAACAAG-39; GRIN1-AS, AACA
GCTCTCCAGTCGTCAC-39; CACNA1C-S, 59-AGAAGGACTGGG
GCAGTTTG-39; CACNA1C-AS, 59-TCTATGGTCATGTCGCAGGC-
39, CACNA1D-S, 59-AGCCAGCACCCTGCTTAATG-39; CACNA1D-
AS, 59-AGGACCAAAGTCCTGTAGCTC-39; ADARB1-S, 59-AGC
CCAACGTGTACCATGAG-39; ADARB1-AS, 59-GTGAGTGAGAAC
TGGTCCTG-39; r18S-S, 59-TACCTGAGGCTGTTGGTCAAG-39; and
r18S-AS, 59-TTGGTGCGACTCATAAACAACC-39. Target gene levels
were normalized to those of r18S RNA.

Quantification of the RNA editing of the CACNA1D gene. The
305 bp fragments containing the IQ domain of the CACNA1D gene were
amplified by PCR using the 59-TGAAGAACTTCGGGCTGTGATA
AAG-39 and 59-GTTTTGTTTCCTCAGGCTCGTCATC-39 primers,
with cDNA as the template. Fragments were purified using a gel
extraction kit (QIAGEN); thereafter, direct DNA sequencing was
performed using ;30 ng of fragments as the template. The AG
editing ratio was calculated by measuring the electropherogram
peak heights of the nucleotides and was expressed as guanosine/
(guanosine 1 adenosine) � 100.

Karyotype analysis. Chromosomal analysis was commercially
done by Chromocenter. Briefly, iPSCs were treated with a
Colcemid solution (0.2 mg/ml Demecolcine [Sigma]) for 2 h at
37°C. The medium was collected in a 15 ml tube, and the cells were
washed with PBS. The cells were treated with 1 ml of Accutase
(Nacalai) at 37°C for 5 min and collected in a 15 ml tube with the
preserved cultured medium and PBS. The cells were centrifuged at
1500 rpm for 3 min, and the resultant pellet was suspended and
treated with 5 ml of hypotonic solution (0.075 M KCl) for 20 min.
Then, 8 ml of Carnoy’s solution (methanol:acetic acid = 3:1) was
added, and the cells were suspended with a Pasteur pipette and
centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 3 min. The pellet was suspended in
10 ml of Carnoy’s solution and centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 3 min.
After repeating the process twice, the cells were suspended with
Carnoy’s solution and stored at �30°C until use.

Specimen slides were prepared by the HANABI PVI Metaphase
Spreader (Adstec). The slides were washed in Milli-Q water and
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incubated at 80°C in an oven for 42-45 h. After trypsinized for 10-
40 s on ice, the slides were stained with 6% Giemsa’s Azur eosin
methylene blue solution (Merck) in PBS for 6 min. Metaphase
chromosome images were captured by an Axio Imager Z2 fluores-
cence microscope (Carl Zeiss) and analyzed by an Ikaros software
program (Metasystems). Karyotype designations were described
according to the 2016 edition of An International System for
Human Cytogenomic Nomenclature (ISCN 2016).

Experimental design and statistical analysis. The experiments were
performed at least 3 times for every figure. Total number of cells
and/or cultures used per group were provided in the figure
legends. All data were expressed as mean 6 SD, and individual
data were also provided as scatter plots in the figures. Statistical
analysis was performed using EZR software (Kanda, 2013).
Normality was analyzed using the Shapiro–Wilk test. For compari-
sons between multiple groups with normally distributed data, one-
way ANOVA followed by post hoc Bonferroni’s multiple compari-
sons tests or Dunnett’s multiple comparisons tests were used for
statistical analysis. In cases with non-normal distributions, the
analyses were performed by the Kruskal–Wallis test followed by
post hoc Steel–Dwass or Steel tests. Mann–Whitney U test (two-
sided) was used for comparisons between two groups with non-
normal distributions. The statistical values and the particular sta-
tistical tests used for all analyses were described in each figure
legend. Statistical significance was set at p, 0.05.

Results
Establishment and characterization of human iPSC-derived
TSC2-deficient neurons
We established human iPSCs harboring TSC2 mutations by
using the gene-editing tool CRISPR/Cas9 to target exon 3 of the
TSC2 gene. After sequencing, we confirmed frameshifts in the
target sites of the human iPSCs and obtained heterozygous and
homozygous TSC2 mutants (TSC21/� and TSC2�/�) having a
distinct mutation (Fig. 1A). We also analyzed karyotypes of
TSC21/1 and TSC2-modified iPSCs (Fig. 1B). The karyotypes
were TSC21/1: 47,XX,112; TSC21/�: 47,XX,112,add(17)(q25);
TSC2�/�: 47,XX,112,t(12;12)(p10;p10), which indicated that all
TSC21/1, TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� iPSCs had trisomy of chromo-
some 12. In addition, an unidentified small chromosomal frag-
ment was added to the end of the long-arm of chromosome 17
in TSC21/� iPSCs (Fig. 1B, middle, arrowhead), and TSC2�/�

iPSCs had a whole-arm translocation between two copies of
chromosome 12 (right, arrowheads). We would like to mention
the impact of this issue on our findings and conclusions later in
the discussion section.

We immunostained the iPSCs using an anti-TSC2 antibody
and confirmed decreased TSC2 levels in TSC21/� iPSCs and the

Figure 1. Characterization of TSC2-modified iPSCs and NPCs. A, DNA sequences of exon 3 in the TSC2 gene of TSC21/1, TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� iPSCs. TSC21/� and
TSC2�/� iPSCs had a heterozygous 5 base deletion and a homozygous 1 base insertion, respectively, as indicated by the arrows. B, Analysis of karyotypes of TSC21/1,
TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� iPSCs by G-banding. Middle, Arrowhead indicates addition of an unidentified short fragment to chromosome 17 of TSC21/� iPSCs. Right, Arrowheads
indicate whole-arm translocation between the two copies of chromosome 12 in TSC2�/� iPSCs. C, Immunostaining of TSC2 in TSC21/1, TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� iPSCs. Green
represents TSC2. Blue represents DAPI. Scale bar, 50 mm. D, TSC2/TUBERIN and S6 phosphorylation (phospho-S6) levels in cell lysates of TSC21/1, TSC21/�, and TSC2�/�

iPSCs. b -actin was used as the loading control. E, Expression of NESTIN and SOX2 in TSC21/1, TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� NPCs. Scale bar, 50 mm. F, Increased phospho-S6 lev-
els in TSC2�/� NPCs. G, Relative phospho-S6 intensity in TSC21/1, TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� NPCs. Data are mean 6 SD. Experiments were performed 4 times. One-way
ANOVA: F(2,9) = 6.845, p = 0.0156. Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test, *p = 0.035, TSC21/1 versus TSC2�/�; *p = 0.03, TSC21/� versus TSC2�/�.
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complete loss of TSC2 in TSC2�/� iPSCs (Fig. 1C). Western blot-
ting could not detect TSC2 in TSC2�/� cells (Fig. 1D).

It is well known that mutations in either TSC1 or TSC2
activate the mTOR pathway. Therefore, we examined the
phosphorylation state of S6, a downstream component of
the mTOR pathway. As in previously published studies
(Blair et al., 2018), we observed a clear increase of phospho-
S6 signals in TSC2�/� iPSCs but not in TSC21/� cells com-
pared with TSC21/1 cells (Fig. 1D). Thus, at least under our
present culture conditions, homozygous deletion of TSC2
was necessary to activate the mTOR pathway in human
iPSCs.

We isolated EBs from these iPSCs and differentiated them
into excitatory cortical neurons (Brennand et al., 2011; Shi et al.,
2012). All NPCs were positive for NESTIN and SOX2 (Fig. 1E).

As in previous studies (Costa et al., 2016; Blair et al., 2018), a sig-
nificant increase of S6 phosphorylation was only detected in
TSC2�/� NPCs (Fig. 1F,G).

We then differentiated the NPCs into cortical neurons. The
cultured neurons were positive for VGLUT1, an excitatory neu-
ral marker, but were negative for GAD65, an inhibitory neural
marker (Fig. 2A,B). Multiple neurons were positive for BRN2
(TSC21/1: 72.496 7.9%; TSC21/�: 57.26 16.29%; TSC2�/�:
60.826 11.45%, mean 6 SD, n = 5 or 6; Kruskal–Wallis test,
p= 0.11) and SATB2 (TSC21/1: 80.036 13.44%; TSC21/�:
66.776 22.75%; TSC2�/�: 65.636 24.74%, mean 6 SD, n = 3
experiments; Kruskal–Wallis test, p=0.59), but the percentage of
CTIP2-positive neurons was small, indicating that most of the
cultured neurons were differentiated into cortical upper-layer
neurons (Fig. 2C,D).

Figure 2. mTOR-dependent abnormal morphology of human iPSC-derived TSC2�/� neurons. A, B, Immunostaining of iPSC-derived neurons with anti-vGLUT1, anti-
GAD65, and anti-MAP2 antibodies at 23 d after neural differentiation from NPCs. C, D, Immunostaining of iPSC-derived neurons with anti-BRN2, anti-SATB2, anti-CTIP2,
and anti-b III-tubulin antibodies at ;30 d after neural differentiation from NPCs. E, Schedule of application of AAV encoding EGFP and treatment with rapamycin after
plating NPCs for neural differentiation at day 0 (d0). F, Relative phospho-S6 intensity of TSC21/1, TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� neurons at 23 d of neuronal differentiation.
Kruskal–Wallis test, p, 0.0001. Steel test compared with TSC2�/� DMSO, ****p, 0.00001. The experiments were performed 3 times, and the number of neurons used
for analysis was TSC21/1 DMSO, 552; TSC21/� DMSO, 522; TSC2�/� DMSO, 567; TSC21/1 Rapa, 393; TSC21/� Rapa, 349; and TSC2�/� Rapa, 289. G, Phospho-S6 signals
in iPSC-derived TSC21/1, TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� neurons after 23 d. The cells were sparsely infected with AAVs encoding EGFP and stained with anti-GFP and anti-phos-
pho S6 antibodies. Scale bar, 50 mm. H, Neurite length of TSC21/1, TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� neurons with or without 100 nM rapamycin treatment for 22 d from day 1 of
neuronal differentiation. We measured the length of the longest and thin neurites of individual GFP-expressing neurons and defined them as the neurite length.
Experiments were performed 4 times. Data are mean 6 SD. Kruskal–Wallis test, p, 0.0001. Steel test compared with TSC2�/� DMSO, ****p, 0.00001. The number of
cells used for analysis was TSC21/1 DMSO, 298; TSC21/� DMSO, 286; TSC2�/� DMSO, 196; TSC21/1 Rapa, 396; TSC21/� Rapa, 222; and TSC2�/� Rapa, 129. I, Relative
soma size of TSC21/1, TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� neurons with or without 100 nM rapamycin treatment for 22 d from day 1 of neuronal differentiation. The experiments were
performed 3 times. Data are mean 6 SD. Kruskal–Wallis test, p, 0.0001. Steel test compared with TSC2�/� DMSO, ****p, 0.00001. The number of cells used for analy-
sis was TSC21/1 DMSO, 552; TSC21/� DMSO, 522; TSC2�/� DMSO, 555; TSC21/1 Rapa, 393; TSC21/� Rapa, 349; and TSC2�/� Rapa, 289. J, K, Immunofluorescent staining
of cultured cells with anti-GFAP, anti-CD44, and anti-MAP2 antibodies at ;30 d after neural differentiation from NPCs. Scale bar, 50 mm.
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We sparsely infected these neurons with adeno-associated
virus (AAV, serotype 2)-encoding EGFP under the synapsin I
promoter to characterize the morphology of the differentiated
neurons and treated them with or without rapamycin (Fig.
2E). Immunostaining showed that the S6 phosphorylation
level was increased in TSC2�/� neurons, but not in TSC21/�

neurons (Fig. 2F,G). In addition, TSC2�/� neurons had longer
neurites and larger somas than TSC21/� and TSC21/1 neu-
rons (Fig. 2H,I). These morphologic changes in TSC2�/� neu-
rons were diminished when they were chronically treated with
rapamycin (Fig. 2H,I), as was the case with phospho-S6 signals
(Fig. 2F). Since our cultured cells were almost negative for the
astrocyte marker, GFAP or CD44, (Fig. 2J,K), it was unlikely
that glial cells caused the morphologic differences in TSC2�/�

neurons.

TSC22/2 neurons exhibit abnormal neuronal activity with
highly synchronous Ca21 spikes
To examine the functional differences in developing TSC2-
mutated neurons, we subsequently analyzed the network activity
of a large population of neurons by Ca21 imaging. We loaded
the cells with Fluo-8 AM, a Ca21 indicator, and analyzed the in-
tracellular Ca21 signals for.3 successive months. At 8 d of neu-
ronal differentiation, neurons of all genotypes sparsely exhibited
spontaneous Ca21 spikes without differences in neuronal activity
between TSC21/1 neurons and TSC2-mutated neurons. However,
after 20d of neuronal differentiation, TSC2�/� neurons, but not
the other neurons, often showed synchronized neuronal firing, in
which .50% of neurons in a recording field showed Ca21 spikes
at the same time (Fig. 3A; Movies 1, 2, 3). The raster plots of Ca21

spikes clearly revealed the synchronous firing of a large number of

Figure 3. Cultured TSC2�/� neurons exhibited synchronous neuronal activity. A, Ca21 dynamics of iPS-derived TSC21/1, TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� neurons at 33 d. Fluorescence images of
Fluo-8 and the DF/F0 changes in Fluo-8 signals are shown. Images were taken at 1 Hz. Thirty-six frames of DF/F0 changes in Fluo-8 are presented. B, Raster plots of Ca

21 spikes in TSC21/1,
TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� neurons. Vertical axis represents the individual cells analyzed (;1 in 70 cells). C, Developmental change in the percentage of experiments in which synchronous Ca21

spikes were observed in TSC2�/� neurons. Each value was obtained from 6 to 29 independent experiments. D, Percentages of neurons exhibiting spontaneous Ca21 spikes in TSC21/1,
TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� neurons on various days of culture. Data are mean 6 SD. The experimental numbers were 9-29 for each group. Day 8: one-way ANOVA, F(2,23) = 1.258, p= 0.296.
Day 20: one-way ANOVA, F(2,24) = 2.042, p= 0.152. Day 30: one-way ANOVA, F(2,49) = 2.029, p= 0.142. Day 40: one-way ANOVA, F(2,57) = 2.031, p= 0.141. Day 60: one-way ANOVA, F(2,75) =
2.034, p= 0.138. Day 80: one-way ANOVA, F(2,34) = 7.907, p= 0.00151. Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test, **p= 0.0013, TSC21/1 (n= 13) versus TSC2�/� (n= 12); *p= 0.0324,
TSC21/� (n= 12) versus TSC2�/� (n= 12). Day 100: one-way ANOVA, F(2,26) = 1.98, p= 0.158. E, Frequencies of Ca21 spikes in TSC21/1, TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� neurons on various culture
days of neuronal differentiation. The experimental numbers were 9-29 for each group. Day 8: one-way ANOVA, F(2,23) = 1.517, p= 0.24. Day 20: Kruskal–Wallis test, p= 0.001084, Steel–
Dwass test, **p= 0.004896, TSC21/1 (n= 9) versus TSC2�/� (n= 9); **p= 0.004896, TSC21/� (n= 9) versus TSC2�/� (n= 9). Day 30: Kruskal–Wallis test, p = 0.0968. Day 40: one-way
ANOVA, F(2,57) = 7.323, p= 0.00148, Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test, **p =0.0036, TSC21/1 (n= 19) versus TSC2�/� (n= 19); **p = 0.0086, TSC21/� (n= 19) versus TSC2�/�

(n= 19). Day 60: Kruskal–Wallis test, p= 0.6337. Day 80: Kruskal–Wallis test, p= 0.0299, Steel test compared with TSC2�/�, *p= 0.03611, TSC21/1 (n= 13) versus TSC2�/� (n= 12). Day
100: one-way ANOVA, F(2,23) = 2.644, p = 0.0926. F, Difference in Ca21 spike frequencies between synchronized (synchro) and nonsynchronized (non) TSC2�/� neurons at 30 and 60 d. Data
are mean6 SD. Day 30: Mann–Whitney U test, ***p= 0.00057. Day 60: Mann–Whitney U test, ****p= 0.0000105. The experimental number was synchronized (n= 9) and nonsynchronized
(n= 9) at 30 d. The experimental number was synchronized (n= 12) and nonsynchronized (n= 17) at 60 d.
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TSC2�/� neurons (Fig. 3B). The number of observations of highly
synchronized Ca21 spikes in TSC2�/� neurons gradually increased
up to 80d of neuronal differentiation (100%, 12 of 12 experiments),
but slightly decreased at 100d, possibly owing to the difficulty in
maintaining neuronal networks in culture (Fig. 3C). Although the
percentage of neurons presenting Ca21 spikes did not significantly
differ between the genotypes except at 80d of neuronal differentia-
tion (Fig. 3D), the frequency of Ca21 spikes of TSC2�/� neurons
was higher than that of TSC21/� or TSC21/1 neurons (Fig. 3E).
When we divided the TSC2�/� neurons into two groups, namely,
the synchronically or the sporadically Ca21 spiking neuro-
nal groups, the synchronized TSC2�/� neurons exhibited a
higher frequency of Ca21 spikes than the nonsynchronized
ones (Fig. 3F), suggesting the effect of enhanced neural connec-
tions on higher neural activities in synchronized TSC2�/� neu-
rons. Because the density of cultured neurons, which was
measured by counting the Fluo-8-stained neurons in the opti-
cal field, was similar among the three genotypes of the neu-
rons, neural density would not explain the typical Ca21 spike
patterns of TSC2�/� neurons compared with other genotypes
of neurons (TSC21/1: 62.06 18.45 [n= 16]; TSC21/�:
68.446 33.14 [n= 18]; TSC2�/�: 57.06 22.98 [n = 18] (cells/
FOV); mean 6 SD, Kruskal–Wallis test, x 2 = 0.58 021, df = 2,
p = 0.748, not significant).

TSC22/2 neurons exhibited enhanced Ca21 influx via LTCCs
Since the intracellular Ca21 level is one of the critical factors reg-
ulating neuronal activity, we further examined the intracellular
Ca21 dynamics of TSC2 mutant neurons. As Fluo-8 AM is a
nonratiometric Ca21 indicator, and its fluorescence is affected by
the loading conditions, such as the cell thickness and the amount
of dye in the loaded cells, we subsequently used fura-2 AM, a
ratiometric Ca21 indicator, to precisely analyze the Ca21 dynam-
ics of TSC2mutant neurons. TTX was added to the recording so-
lution to suppress the spontaneous neuronal activity. Under
these conditions, the synchronous Ca21 spikes of TSC2�/� neu-
rons were diminished, suggesting the requirement of Na1-de-
pendent electrical activity for generating Ca21 spikes.

We depolarized 30-d-old neurons using 60 mM KCl in the
presence of TTX. Surprisingly, we found that TSC2�/� neurons
exhibited much higher increases in Ca21 levels than TSC21/� or
TSC21/1 neurons on membrane depolarization (Fig. 4A,B). This
difference was likely not caused by the developmental delay of
the TSC21/1 and TSC21/� neurons since the increment was also
observed in 150-d-old TSC2�/� neurons (Fig. 4B). In contrast,
resting Ca21 levels were not significantly different between
TSC2�/�, TSC21/�, and TSC21/1 neurons (Fig. 4B). Thus,
TSC2�/� neurons exhibited enhanced Ca21 influx on membrane
depolarization.

Movie 3. Spontaneous Ca21 signals of TSC2�/� neurons at 33 d (accelerated ninefold).
[View online]

Movie 1. Spontaneous Ca21 signals of TSC21/1 neurons at 33 d. [View online] Movie 2. Spontaneous Ca21 signals of TSC21/– neurons at 33 d. [View online]
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Several types of voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCCs) are
expressed in the brain (Simms and Zamponi, 2014). To further
clarify the nature of enhanced Ca21 influx into TSC2�/� neu-
rons, we depolarized neurons with 60 mM KCl in the pres-
ence of inhibitors for L-, N-, or P/Q-type VGCCs. As shown
in Figure 4C, we found that nifedipine, an LTCC inhibitor,
significantly decreased Ca21 influx into TSC2�/� neurons
on membrane depolarization. In contrast, neither v -cono-
toxin MVIIC, a P/Q-type VGCC blocker, nor v-conotoxin
GVIA (GVIA), an N-type VGCC blocker, had this effect
(Fig. 4C,D). These results suggest that increased Ca21 influx
through LTCCs underlies the altered Ca21 dynamics in
TSC2�/� neurons on membrane depolarization.

Cav1.2 and Cav1.3, encoded by the CACNA1C and
CACNA1D genes, respectively, are two critical members of the
LTCC family that play important roles in normal brain develop-
ment and plasticity. Therefore, we quantified their expression in
TSC2�/� neurons using qPCR. We found that, compared with
TSC21/1 neurons, CACNA1D expression, but not CACNA1C
expression, was significantly increased in TSC2�/� neurons at
day 30 of neuronal differentiation (Fig. 5A). In contrast, we did
not observe a significant difference in the gene expression of
NMDARs (GRIN1) or AMPARs (GRIA1). Increased expression
of CACNA1D was also observed at day 60 of neuronal differen-
tiation (Fig. 5B), indicating that the difference among TSC21/1,
TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� neurons was not because of the develop-
mental time course.

To analyze the protein expression level of Cav1.3 in neurons,
we performed Western blotting and confirmed that TSC2�/�

neurons had more Cav.1.3 proteins (;250 kDa) than TSC21/1

neurons at 30 d (Fig. 5C).
We also immunostained the cortical neurons with an anti-

Cav1.3 antibody and detected punctuate immunosignals of
Cav1.3 at the dendrites and soma of human neurons (Fig.
5D). Cav1.3 immunosignals of TSC2�/� neurons at the soma

were stronger than those of TSC21/1 and TSC21/� neurons
(Fig. 5E). Preincubation of the anti-Cav1.3 antibody with an anti-
gen peptide diminished the Cav1.3 immunosignals, suggesting
the specificity of the immunosignals (Fig. 5D, bottom).

Since adenosine-to-inosine (A-to-I) RNA editing within the
IQ domain of Cav1.3 diminishes the Ca21-dependent inactiva-
tion (CDI) by Ca21/calmodulin and consequently increases
channel activity (Huang et al., 2012; Bazzazi et al., 2013), we also
examined A-to-I RNA editing of CACNA1D along with the
expression of an adenosine deaminase enzyme (ADARB1), which
catalyzes the A-to-I conversion. Although the editing ratio was
quite low (;7.5%-18%), compared with TSC21/1 or TSC21/�

neurons, we detected an ;2-fold increase in CACNA1D RNA
editing in 30-d-old TSC2�/� neurons (Fig. 5F,G). ADARB1
expression in TSC2�/� neurons was also increased by 2.5-fold at
30 d (Fig. 5G). However, we could not detect a significant differ-
ence in CACNA1D RNA editing among 60-d-old TSC21/1,
TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� neurons regardless of the higher expres-
sion of ADARB1 in TSC2�/� neurons than in TSC21/1 and
TSC21/� neurons (Fig. 5H). Thus, increased Cav1.3 levels pre-
dominantly contributed to enhanced Ca21 influx into TSC2�/�

neurons.

c.a.Rheb increased Ca21 influx and Cav1.3 expression in
TSC21/1 neurons
To further confirm the mTOR-dependent increase in Ca21

influx in human cortical neurons, we transfected TSC21/1 neu-
rons with a plasmid encoding mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb to activate
mTOR and examined Ca21 influx on KCl stimulation.
Activation of the mTOR signaling pathway in c.a.Rheb-trans-
fected neurons was checked by immunostaining the transfected
cells with an anti-phospho-S6 antibody (Fig. 6A). There was a
positive correlation between mCherry and phospho-S6 immuno-
signal intensity in the mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb-expressing
TSC21/1 neurons, but not in mCherry-expressing TSC21/1

Figure 4. TSC2�/� neurons showed enhanced Ca21 influx via LTCCs on membrane depolarization. A, Ca21 response on membrane depolarization in iPSC-derived neurons with TSC2 muta-
tions. The fluorescence ratio (340/380 nm) of fura-2 is shown. Bars represent 60 mM KCl stimulation for 20 s. B, Resting cytoplasmic Ca21 levels and peak amplitude of Ca21 influx into neurons
on 60 mM KCl stimulation of 30-d-old (left) and 150-d-old (right) cultures. Data are mean6 SD. Resting Ca21 level: day 30, one-way ANOVA, F(2,132) = 2.932, p= 0.0568; day 150, one-way
ANOVA, F(2,83) = 2.824, p= 0.0651. The number of cells analyzed was 32-58 (30-d-old) and 23-35 (150-d-old). KCl response: day 30, Kruskal–Wallis test, p, 0.0001, Steel–Dwass test,
***p, 0.0001, TSC21/1 (n= 58) versus TSC2�/� (n= 45); ***p, 0.0001, TSC21/� (n= 32) versus TSC2�/� (n= 45). Day 150, Kruskal–Wallis test, p, 0.0001, Steel–Dwass test,
***p, 0.0001, TSC21/1 (n= 35) versus TSC2�/� (n= 23); ***p, 0.0001, TSC21/� (n= 29) versus TSC2�/� (n= 23). C, The effect of L-, P/Q-, and N-type VGCC blockers on Ca21 signals
of TSC2�/� neurons on membrane depolarization. Nif: 5mM nifedipine; MVIIC: 1mM v -conotoxin MVIIC; GVIA: 1mM v -conotoxin GVIA. D, Ca21 increases in neurons treated with Ca21 chan-
nel blockers. Data are mean 6 SD. Kruskal–Wallis test, p, 0.0001, Steel test compared with TSC2�/�, ***p, 0.0001, TSC2�/� (n= 156) versus TSC2�/� 1 Nif (n= 99); p= 0.705,
TSC2�/� (n= 156) versus TSC2�/� 1 GVIA (n= 222); p= 0.9949, TSC2�/� (n= 156) versus TSC2�/� 1 MVIIC (n= 212). The number of cells used for analysis was 201, 82, 102, 102, 156,
99, 222, and 212 from the left bar to the right bar in the figure.
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neurons (Fig. 6B), and the mean intensity of
phospho-S6 immunosignals was signifi-
cantly higher in c.a.Rheb-transfected neu-
rons than in mCherry-transfected cells (Fig.
6C). The relative soma size of c.a.Rheb-
transfected neurons was also larger than
that of mCherry-transfected cells (Fig.
6D). These observations supported the
activation of mTOR signaling pathways in
mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb-transfected TSC21/1

neurons.
As we expected, we observed a much

larger Ca21 response on depolarization in
mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb-expressing neurons
compared with those of mCherry-express-
ing neurons (Fig. 6E,F). We also found
stronger immunosignals of Cav1.3 in
mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb-expressing neurons
at the soma than in mCherry-expressing
neurons (Fig. 6G,H). Together, these results
suggest that mTOR activation augments
Ca21 influx on depolarization in human
cortical excitatory neurons by enhancing
Cav1.3 expression.

Long-term, but not short-term,
rapamycin treatment rescued the
abnormal neural activity of TSC22/2

neurons
Since rapamycin has been reported to pre-
vent epilepsy in TSC (Cardamone et al.,
2014; Lasarge and Danzer, 2014; French et
al., 2016; Krueger et al., 2016; Mizuguchi et
al., 2019) and suppress abnormal axon
extension of TSC2�/� neurons (Choi et al.,
2008; Nadadhur et al., 2019), we treated
neurons with 10 nM rapamycin for 18 d,
starting from 2 d of neuronal differentia-
tion and performed Ca21 imaging to
examine whether rapamycin suppressed
the synchronous neuronal activity of a
large population of TSC2�/� neurons
(Fig. 7A). We found that the rapamycin
treatment changed the synchronous
Ca21 spike patterns of TSC2�/� neurons
into sporadic patterns similar to those
found in TSC21/1 and TSC21/� neurons
(Fig. 7B). We could not detect the syn-
chronous firing of a large number of
TSC2�/� neurons. The effect of rapamy-
cin on Ca21 spike patterns was clearly

Figure 5. CACNA1D expression was increased in TSC2�/� neurons. A, Relative gene expression in iPSC-derived neurons
with TSC2 mutations at 30 d of neuronal differentiation. Data are mean6 SD. CACNA1C: Kruskal–Wallis test, p= 0.01387,
Steel–Dwass test, p= 0.167, TSC21/1 (n= 12) versus TSC2�/� (n= 12); p= 0.3740, TSC21/1 (n= 12) versus TSC21/�

(n= 12); *p= 0.0154, TSC21/� (n= 12) versus TSC2�/� (n= 12). CACNA1D: Kruskal–Wallis test, p, 0.0001, Steel–
Dwass test, ****p= 0.000083, TSC21/1 (n= 12) versus TSC2�/� (n= 12); **p= 0.00190, TSC21/� (n= 12) versus
TSC2�/� (n= 12). GRIA1: one-way ANOVA, F(2,32) = 0.2749, p= 0.761. GRIN1: one-way ANOVA, F(2,21) = 0.6872,
p= 0.514. The experiments were performed using the cDNA from 4 to 6 independent cultures. B, Relative CACNA1D
expression on day 60. Data are mean 6 SD. Kruskal–Wallis test, p= 0.000899, Steel–Dwass test, **p= 0.00194,
TSC21/1 (n= 10) versus TSC2�/� (n= 10), **p= 0.00897, TSC21/� (n= 10) versus TSC2�/� (n= 10). The data were
obtained using cDNA from five independent cultures. C, Expression levels of Cav1.3 in TSC21/1, TSC21/�, and TSC2�/�

neurons. The same amounts of protein lysates (;10mg) were immunoblotted with an anti-Cav1.3 antibody (Ab144).
b -Actin was used as the loading control. Right, Fold change in Cav1.3 expression normalized to b -actin. One-way
ANOVA, F(2,10) = 8.205, **p= 0.00778, Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test, **p= 0.007, TSC21/1 (n= 4) versus
TSC2�/� (n= 5); p= 0.234, TSC21/1 (n= 4) versus TSC21/� (n= 4), p= 0.229, TSC21/� (n= 4) versus TSC2�/�

(n= 5). D, Immunostaining of Cav1.3 (green, Alomone Labs, ACC-005) and MAP2 (red) in TSC21/1, TSC21/�, and
TSC2�/� neurons. Scale bar, 20mm. Inset, Magnified image of the white box area. E, Relative immune intensity of Cav1.3
in neurons at the soma. Kruskal–Wallis x 2 = 106.08, df = 2, ***p, 2.2� 10�16. Steel test, ****p, 1� 10�9,
TSC2�/� (n= 112) versus TSC21/1 (n= 141), ****p, 1� 10�9, TSC2�/� (n= 112) versus TSC21/� (n= 104). F, A-
to-I editing of the IQ domain of CACNA1D. The electropherograms of direct sequencing of the CACNA1D gene from
TSC21/1, TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� neurons are shown. Arrows indicate the adenine-to-guanine conversion signals. G,
Percentage of A-to-I editing of CACNA1D cDNA on day 30 (left). Right, Expression levels of ADARB1 mRNA in the neurons.
Data are mean 6 SD. A-to-I editing: one-way ANOVA, F(2,12) = 20.70, p= 0.000129, Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons
test, ***p= 0.00011, TSC21/1 (n= 5) versus TSC2�/� (n= 5); **p = 0.00383, TSC21/� (n= 5) versus TSC2�/� (n= 5).
ADARB1: one-way ANOVA, F(2,27) = 67.80, p, 0.0001, Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test, ***p, 0.0001, TSC21/1

/

(n= 10) versus TSC2�/� (n= 10); ***p, 0.0001, TSC21/�

(n= 10) versus TSC2�/� (n= 10). All data were obtained from
five independent cultures. H, A-to-I editing (%) and relative
ADARB1 expression in 60-d-old neurons. Data are mean6 SD.
A-to-I editing: one-way ANOVA, F(2,12) = 1.117, p= 0.359,
n= 5 experiments. ADARB1: one-way ANOVA, F(2,21) = 20.66,
p= 0.000011, Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test,
****p= 0.00002, TSC21/1 (n= 8) versus TSC2�/� (n= 8);
***p= 0.00015, TSC21/� (n= 8) versus TSC2�/� (n= 8).
Data were obtained from five independent cultures.
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shown by raster plots (Fig. 7C). The Ca21 spike frequencies
of TSC2�/� neurons were decreased to levels similar to
those in the control neurons (Fig. 7D). This effect was not
likely because of rapid protein modifications, such as phos-
phorylation, since short-term application of rapamycin for
up to 30 min did not significantly affect synchronous Ca21

spikes and spike frequencies in TSC2�/� neurons (Fig. 7E).
We also measured Ca21 influx on membrane depolarization

in TSC2�/� neurons after long-term rapamycin treatment
(Fig. 8A). We found that chronic rapamycin treatment sig-
nificantly decreased Ca21 influx into TSC2�/� neurons on
membrane depolarization to levels similar to those in
TSC21/1 and TSC21/� neurons (Fig. 8B). The average values
of the peak amplitudes, the amount of Ca21 (area under the
curve), and the Ca21 decay from the Ca21 peak (tau) were
high in TSC2�/� neurons, but decreased to levels similar to
those of TSC21/1 neurons after rapamycin treatment (Fig.

8C). In addition, we also confirmed that rapamycin treatment
reduced CACNA1D expression in TSC2�/� neurons to the levels of
TSC21/1 and TSC21/� neurons (Fig. 8D). The intracellular Ca21

store size of TSC2�/� neurons, which was measured by inhibiting
Ca21 pump activity with CPA in the absence of extracellular
Ca21, was larger than that of neurons of the other genotypes
(Fig. 8E). In addition, the amplitude of Ca21 release was
quite small compared with the ratio change in Ca21 levels
on KCl stimulation. These data ruled out the possibility that
decreased Ca21 pump activity underlies the increased Ca21

elevation in TSC2�/� neurons on depolarization.

Increased Ca21 influx through LTCCs partially contributed
to the abnormally extended neurite extensions of human
TSC22/2 neurons
VGCCs play an important role in normal brain function and de-
velopment (Simms and Zamponi, 2014; Dolphin, 2016). They

Figure 6. c.a.Rheb increased Ca21 influx and Cav1.3 expression in TSC21/1 neurons. A, c.a.Rheb increases phospho-S6 intensity in TSC21/1 neurons. TSC21/1 neurons were transfected
with plasmids encoding mCherry (top panels) or mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb (bottom panels) and stained with anti-phospho-S6 and MAP2 antibodies. Scale bar, 50mm. B, Scatter plots for mCherry
versus phospho-S6 signals in mCherry (top) or mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb (bottom)-transfected neurons. C, Mean signal intensity of phospho-S6 in mCherry (n= 35) and mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb
(n= 40) transfected neurons. Mann–Whitney U test, ****p= 1.09� 10�18. D, Soma size of mCherry (n= 35) and mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb (n= 40) transfected neurons. Welch two-sample t
test, **p= 0.00104. E, Ca21 signals in mCherry or mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb-expressing neurons on KCl stimulation. TSC21/1 neurons were transfected with mCherry or mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb-
expressing plasmids on days 8-9, and Ca21 signals were measured with fura 2-AM on days 9-11 after transfection. Bars represent 60 mM KCl application. F, Quantification of peak height of
Ca21 transient on KCl stimulation in mCherry (n= 27) or mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb (n= 41) expressing neurons. Mann–Whitney U test, *p= 0.016. Data were obtained from 9 dishes of 3 inde-
pendent cultures for each plasmid. G, Immunostaining of Cav1.3 (Alomone Labs, ACC-005) in mCherry or mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb-expressing TSC21/1 neurons. Arrows indicate mCherry-positive
neurons. Scale bar, 50mm. H, Relative immunoactivity of Cav1.3 in mCherry (n= 56) or mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb (n= 61) expressing neurons. Immunosignals were normalized to Cav1.3 immu-
nosignals of mCherry-negative cells in each well. Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, mCherry: p= 0.9148; mCherry-T2A-c.a.Rheb: p= 0.2991; F test= 0.76. p= 0.3068. Student t test,
****p= 4.835� 10�14.
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are the primary mediators of Ca21 entry
into neurons on membrane depolariza-
tion and control various Ca21-dependent
processes, including gene expression, neu-
rite outgrowth, migration, and neuronal
firing (Heyes et al., 2015). Recent studies
have suggested that spontaneous Ca21

fluctuations caused by LTCCs play critical
roles in neurite extension in developing
cortical neurons in rodents (Tang et al.,
2003; Kamijo et al., 2018). Since long-
term rapamycin treatment ameliorated
both the abnormal neurite extension (Fig.
2H) and the enhanced Ca21 influx via
LTCCs in human TSC2�/� neurons (Fig.
8), we speculated that the increased Ca21

influx through LTCCs could underlie the
abnormal neurite extension in human
TSC2�/� neurons. We therefore transfected
NPCs with a GFP-encoding plasmid and
cultured them in vitro with various concen-
trations of nifedipine (1, 3, and 5 mM) or
DMSO (0 mM) for 5d from day 2 and
examined their neurite extension. We
found that the reduction in neurite lengths
of TSC2�/� neurons by nifedipine was
larger than those of TSC21/1 or TSC21/�

neurons: 5mM nifedipine treatment reduced
neurite extension in TSC2�/� neurons by
; 230mm, whereas neurite lengths of
TSC21/1 and TSC21/� were reduced by
;70 and ;�17mm, respectively (Fig. 9).
Nevertheless, TSC2�/� neurons treated
with 5 mM nifedipine still had longer neu-
rites than DMSO-treated TSC21/1 and
TSC21/� neurons (Kruskal–Wallis test,
p, 0.00001, Steel–Dwass test, ****p,
0.00001, DMSO-treated TSC21/1 [n =
197] vs 5 mM nifedipine-treated TSC2�/�

[n=280]; ****p, 0.00001, DMSO-treated
TSC21/� [n=312] vs 5 mM nifedipine-
treated TSC2�/� [n=280]), indicating that
the abnormal neurite extension of TSC2�/

� neurons was not entirely because of
Ca21 influx through LTCCs. Together
with the finding that TSC2�/� neurons
exhibited enhanced Ca21 influx via LTCCs
in an mTOR-dependent manner, these
results suggest that enhanced TSC-mTOR
signaling caused by homozygous TSC2 de-
letion partially contributed to the abnor-
mal neurite extension of human TSC2�/�

neurons through enhanced Ca21 influx via
LTCCs.

Enhanced Ca21 influx triggers
temporally distinct and sustained CREB activation in
TSC22/2 neurons
In addition to brain development, Ca21 influx via LTCCs con-
tributes to excitation-transcription coupling and plasticity
through various signal transduction cascades (Dolmetsch et al.,
2001; Deisseroth et al., 2003; Ch’ng and Martin, 2011). CREB is a
primary mediator that is activated by the phosphorylation of Ser-

133 (Gonzalez and Montminy, 1989). Previous studies demon-
strated that Ser-133 phosphorylation is regulated by two
temporally distinct signaling cascades: one is the rapid CaM ki-
nase-dependent pathway (;10min) and the other is the slower
Ras/MAPK-dependent pathway (; 60min) (Wu et al., 2001).
Although both pathways rely on cytosolic Ca21 level elevation
via LTCCs, the Ras/MAPK-dependent pathway requires larger
intracellular Ca21 transients than the CaM kinase-dependent
pathway (Wu et al., 2001).

Figure 7. Long-term treatment of TSC2�/� neurons with rapamycin changed Ca21 dynamics from synchronous to spo-
radic patterns. A, Schematic illustration of rapamycin treatment and Ca21 imaging after plating NPCs for differentiation. B,
Ca21 dynamics of DMSO-treated (left) or rapamycin-treated (right) TSC2�/� neurons. The DF/F0 changes of the Fluo-8 sig-
nals for 36 frames are shown. Neurons that were treated with DMSO or 10 nM rapamycin for.18 d from day 2 of neuronal
differentiation were used for the analysis. C, Raster plots of Ca21 spikes from B. D, Ca21 spike frequencies of TSC21/1,
TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� neurons with or without rapamycin treatment. Data are mean 6 SD. One-way ANOVA, F(5,29) =
26.88, p, 0.0001, Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test compared with TSC2�/�, ****p, 0.00001. The number of experi-
ments was 6 for each group except for TSC2�/� 1 Rapa (n= 5). E, Ca21 spike frequencies of TSC2�/� neurons after treat-
ment with 50 nM rapamycin for 5, 10, or 30min. We used 50 nM rapamycin to completely and rapidly suppress the mTOR
activity. The experiments were performed 3 times. One-way ANOVA, F(3,8) = 0.009871, p= 0.999.
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Since TSC2�/� neurons showed much higher Ca21 influx
than TSC21/1 neurons (Fig. 4A), we examined whether
TSC2�/� neurons had different pCREB kinetics after mem-
brane depolarization. We depolarized cultured neurons
with 60 mM KCl for 3 min and tracked the dynamics of
pCREB by immunostaining with anti-pCREB antibodies
(Fig. 10A). TSC21/1 neurons showed a prominent increase
in pCREB signals in the nuclei at 3 min after KCl stimula-
tion (Fig. 10B). The pCREB levels gradually decreased as
the fixation time was delayed by 10 and 60 min. The inten-
sity histogram clearly showed the time-dependent change
in the pCREB signal intensities in the neurons (Fig. 10C).
The percentage of TSC21/1 neurons that showed relatively
high pCREB intensities with pCREB (arbitrary fluorescence
intensity .3000) was 40.0% (3 min), 24.2% (10 min), and
16.74% (60min) (Fig. 10D). The change in pCREB intensity
in TSC21/� neurons was similar to that in TSC21/1 neu-
rons. The percentage of TSC21/� neurons with a pCREB in-
tensity .3000 was 45.5% (3 min), 23.66% (10min), and
19.27% (60 min). On the other hand, although TSC2�/�

neurons showed a transient increase and subsequent
decrease in pCREB intensity at 10 min, similar to TSC21/1

neurons, the pCREB levels at 10 min were rather sustained
at 60 min (Fig. 10D). The percentage of TSC2�/� neurons
with a relatively high pCREB intensity was 43.9% (3 min),
27.54% (10 min), and 34.87% (60min). The sustained acti-
vation of pCREB at 60 min was abolished in rapamycin-

treated TSC2�/� neurons (Fig. 10B–D, bottom panels).
Together with the strong Ca21 influx into TSC2�/� neurons
on membrane depolarization (Fig. 4), these results suggest
that enhanced Ca21 influx via LTCCs in TSC2�/� neurons
contributed to the sustained activation of the CREB tran-
scription factor on membrane depolarization.

Discussion
In this study, we generated human iPSC-derived cortical neurons
with TSC2 mutations and characterized their developmental and
physiological properties. We found that TSC2�/� iPSCs showed
a robust increase in the level of S6 phosphorylation. In contrast,
we did not observe any difference in phospho-S6 levels between
TSC21/1 and TSC21/� cells. This tendency was also observed
during their development into neurons, as we detected increased
phospho-S6 signals only in TSC2�/� NPCs and mature TSC2�/�

neurons. Consistent with these observations, TSC2�/� but not
TSC21/� neurons had abnormal morphology, such as larger
soma sizes and longer neurites, compared with TSC21/1 neu-
rons. Analysis of neuronal population activity by using Ca21

imaging revealed that TSC2�/� neurons displayed high-fre-
quency firing with synchronized Ca21 spikes in our culture con-
ditions. Our findings are also consistent with those of a recent
study in which multielectrode array analysis was used to show
increased spontaneous activity of human TSC2�/� neurons
(Nadadhur et al., 2019). Importantly, the described abnormalities

Figure 8. Long-term rapamycin treatment ameliorated enhanced Ca21 influx into TSC2�/� neurons on membrane depolarization. A, Schematic illustration of rapamycin treatment and
Ca21 imaging after plating NPCs for differentiation. We applied rapamycin from nine day onward following NPC differentiation, since the Ca21 response seen on depolarization did not likely
depend on neural networks. B, Ca21 dynamics of TSC21/1, TSC21/�, TSC2�/� and rapamycin-treated TSC2�/� neurons on stimulation with 60 mM KCl. The fura-2 ratio (380/340 nm) is
shown. Bar represents the 60 mM KCl stimulation for 20 s. C, Peak amplitude (left), area under the curve (AUC, middle), and tau (right) of Ca21 transients of TSC21/1, TSC21/�, TSC2�/� and
rapamycin-treated TSC2�/� neurons for .11 d. A total of 104-149 neurons were analyzed for each group. Peak amplitude: Kruskal–Wallis test, p, 0.0001, Steel–Dwass test,
***p, 0.0001, TSC21/1 (n= 126) versus TSC2�/� (n= 104); ***p, 0.0001, TSC21/� (n= 105) versus TSC2�/� (n= 104); ***p, 0.0001, TSC2�/� (n= 104) versus TSC2�/� 1 Rapa
(n= 149). AUC: Kruskal–Wallis test, p, 0.0001, Steel–Dwass test, ***p, 0.0001, TSC21/1 (n= 126) versus TSC2�/� (n= 104); ***p, 0.0001, TSC21/� (n= 105) versus TSC2�/�

(n= 104); ***p, 0.0001, TSC2�/� (n= 104) versus TSC2�/� 1 Rapa (n= 149). Tau: Kruskal–Wallis test, p= 0.000109, Steel–Dwass test, **p, 0.001, TSC21/1 (n= 126) versus
TSC2�/� (n= 104); **p, 0.001, TSC2�/� (n= 104) versus TSC2�/� 1 Rapa (n= 149). D, Rapamycin treatment decreased CACNA1D expression. Data are mean6 SD. The number of experi-
ments was 12 for each group. Kruskal–Wallis test, p, 0.0001, Steel test compared with TSC2�/�, *p= 0.01144, TSC2�/� (n= 12) versus TSC21/1 (n= 12); *p= 0.01204, TSC2�/� (n= 12)
versus TSC21/� (n= 12); ***p= 0.000159, TSC2�/� (n= 12) versus TSC21/1 1 Rapa (n= 12); **p= 0.001035, TSC2�/� (n= 12) versus TSC21/� 1 Rapa (n= 12); ***p= 0.000158,
TSC2�/� (n= 12) versus TSC2�/� 1 Rapa (n= 12). E, Ca21 store sizes of TSC21/1, TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� neurons. The peak amplitudes of intracellular Ca21 levels on CPA treatment in the
absence of extracellular Ca21 were evaluated. Data are mean6 SD. The experiments were performed 3 times. For each experiment, 26-58 cells were used in the analysis. One-way ANOVA, F(2,6)
= 49.67, p= 0.000185, Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test, ***p= 0.00077, TSC21/1 (n= 3) versus TSC2�/� (n= 3); ***p= 0.00026, TSC21/� (n= 3) versus TSC2�/� (n= 3).
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in TSC2�/� neurons were ameliorated by
long-term rapamycin treatment. We also
found the potential molecular mechanism
underlying these abnormalities: increased
Ca21 entry via LTCCs, perhaps Cav1.3,
in TSC2�/� neurons. TSC2�/� neurons
showed an mTOR-dependent increase in
CACNA1D expression and enhanced
Ca21 influx. In addition, activation of
mTOR by c.a.Rheb overexpression in
TSC21/1 neurons enhanced Cav.1.3
expression and augmented Ca21 influx
on depolarization. Thus, our findings
suggest that LTCCs, possibly Cav1.3, are
an important downstream component of
the mTOR pathway and that enhanced
Ca21 influx via LTCCs may be a critical
factor underlying epilepsy onset in TSC.
LTCCs could be novel molecular targets
for the treatment of epilepsy in patients
with TSC.

Although many studies have proposed
the possibility of an intimate relationship
between mTOR hyperactivation and seiz-
ures in TSC, the molecular mechanisms
by which mTOR causes epilepsy are not
completely understood. We found that
TSC2�/� neurons had significantly
enhanced Ca21 influx through LTCCs as
well as increased Cav1.3 levels. It is
known that Cav1.3 has a relatively nega-
tive activation threshold in contrast to
Cav1.2 and that it enables neurons to ex-
hibit a slowly inactivating Ca21 influx in
response to rather weak depolarization
(Koschak et al., 2001; Xu and Lipscombe, 2001). This property of
Cav1.3 appears to induce tonic firing in neurons by shifting the
membrane potential to a slightly depolarized state (Olson et al.,
2005; Liu et al., 2014). It would be interesting for future experi-
ments to examine whether increased Cav1.3 expression affects
membrane potential in TSC2�/� neurons and causes high-fre-
quency neuronal firing with synchronized Ca21 spikes.

LTCCs contribute to neurite growth in developing mouse
cortical neurons (Tang et al., 2003; Kamijo et al., 2018). Both
Cav1.2 and Cav1.3 are expressed in developing cortical neurons
and generate spontaneous regenerative Ca21 transients at the
axonal tips, which contribute to neurite extension (Kamijo et al.,
2018). Since we showed that inhibition of LTCCs, albeit in part,
ameliorated the excessive neurite extensions of human TSC2�/�

neurons, it would be interesting to examine whether human
TSC2�/� neurons have more spontaneous regenerative Ca21

transient events in the axonal tips than TSC21/1 neurons. In
addition, since spontaneous Ca21 transients by LTCCs also affect
the radial migration of cortical neurons (Kamijo et al., 2018),
enhanced Ca21 influx via LTCCs in human cortical TSC2�/�

neurons might also lead to aberrant neuronal positioning as well
as axonal development in the TSC.

We also showed that TSC2�/� neurons exhibited prolonged
activation of CREB after KCl application compared with TSC21/1

neurons. CREB is a critical transcription factor that regulates
the expression of many genes involved in intrinsic excitability
and synaptic plasticity (Benito and Barco, 2010). Thus, sus-
tained CREB activation of TSC2�/� neurons on membrane

depolarization, which we observed in this study, may also con-
tribute to the increased activity of TSC2�/� neurons by mod-
ifying the efficacy of neuronal transmission as well as
intrinsic excitability. Our findings may be an underlying
cause of the lower threshold of late-phase LTP in the
Schaffer collateral pathway and increased excitability of
hippocampal CA1 neurons in Tsc1-deficient mice (Abs et
al., 2013). Gain-of function mutations of Cav1.3 have also
been reported in patients with ASD (Azizan et al., 2013;
Scholl et al., 2013; De Rubeis et al., 2014; Pinggera et al.,
2015; Limpitikul et al., 2016). Therefore, enhanced Ca21

influx via Cav1.3 LTCCs in TSC2�/� neurons might be, at
least in part, an underlying cause for the psychiatric pheno-
types of patients with TSC in addition to epilepsy.

Cav1.3, which can undergo several forms of RNA editing,
gives rise to functional diversity (Huang et al., 2012; Bazzazi et
al., 2013). A-to-I editing within the IQ motif especially
decreases CDI and induces high-frequency firing with Ca21

spikes in suprachiasmatic nucleus neurons (Huang et al.,
2012). Therefore, we examined RNA editing within the IQ
motif in Cav1.3 and found a very small increase in A-to-I
editing in TSC2�/� neurons (;16%) compared with TSC21/1

cells (;9%) in 30-d-old cultures. However, this increase was
not observed at 60 d of neuronal differentiation, regardless of
the higher ADARB1 expression in TSC2�/� neurons than that
in TSC21/1 neurons. Therefore, A-to-I editing within the IQ
motif in Cav1.3 could contribute to the enhanced Ca21 influx
in the early developmental stage but is negligible in more
mature TSC2�/� neurons.

Figure 9. Suppression of LTCCs partially ameliorated the aberrant neurite extensions in TSC2�/� neurons.
Neurite length of DMSO- or nifedipine-treated TSC21/1, TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� neurons is shown. After trans-
fection with pMax-GFP (Lonza), NPCs were differentiated into neurons, and neurite lengths were measured on
day 7. For the nifedipine (Nif) treatment, neurons were incubated with three concentrations of nifedipine (1, 3,
or 5 mM) or DMSO for 5 d from day 2 of neuronal differentiation. Experiments were performed 4 times. TSC21/1,
DMSO: 409.626 244.4 (n = 197); 1 mM Nif: 395.586 244.58 (n = 254); 3 mM Nif: 390.476 268.61 (n = 276);
5 mM Nif: 341.546 219.4 (n = 255). TSC21/�, DMSO: 465.346 297.23 (n = 312); 1 mM Nif: 477.926 319.56
(n = 225); 3 mM Nif: 494.766 337.62 (n = 313); 5 mM Nif: 482.756 296.32 (n = 282). TSC2�/�, DMSO:
845.756 472.27 (n = 179); 1 mM Nif: 617.026 319.59 (n = 248); 3 mM Nif: 642.926 364.58 (n = 256); 5 mM

Nif: 615.166 332.45 (n = 280). Data are mean 6 SD. p, 0.00001 (Kruskal–Wallis test). Steel–Dwass test:
****p, 0.00001, DMSO-treated TSC2�/� (n=179) versus 1 mM nifedipine-treated TSC2�/� (n=248); ****p, 0.00001,
DMSO-treated TSC2�/� (n=179) versus 3 mM nifedipine-treated TSC2�/� (n=256); ****p, 0.00001, DMSO-treated TSC2�/�

(n=179) versus 5 mM nifedipine-treated TSC2�/� (n=280); ****p, 0.00001, DMSO-treated TSC2�/� (n=179) versus DMSO-
treated TSC21/1 (n=197); ****p, 0.00001, DMSO-treated TSC2�/� (n=179) versus 1 mM nifedipine-treated TSC21/1

(n=254); ****p, 0.00001, DMSO-treated TSC2�/� (n=179) versus 3 mM nifedipine-treated TSC21/1 (n=276);
****p, 0.00001, DMSO-treated TSC2�/� (n=179) versus 5 mM nifedipine-treated TSC21/1 (n=255); ****p, 0.00001,
DMSO-treated TSC2�/� (n=179) versus DMSO-treated TSC21/� (n=312); ****p, 0.00001, DMSO-treated TSC2�/� (n=179)
versus 1 mM nifedipine-treated TSC21/� (n=225); ****p, 0.00001, DMSO-treated TSC2�/� (n=179) versus 3 mM nifedipine-
treated TSC21/� (n=313); ****p, 0.00001, DMSO-treated TSC2�/� (n=179) versus 5 mM nifedipine-treated TSC21/1

(n=282); p=0.0785, DMSO-treated TSC21/1 (n=197) versus 5 mM nifedipine-treated TSC21/1 (n=225); p=0.9997, DMSO-
treated TSC21/� (n=312) versus 5 mM nifedipine-treated TSC21/� (n=282). All statistical data are presented in Extended Data
Figure 9.
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It should be stressed that abnormal neuronal phenotypes
were only seen in TSC2�/� cells but not in TSC21/� cells. Since
TSC is an autosomal dominant disease, additional mechanisms,
such as the second hit model (Blair et al., 2018), are needed to
cause mTOR hyperactivation in the brain of patients with
TSC. Alternatively, the phenotypes of TSC21/� cells may be
affected by experimental cell culture conditions, as other
studies have also reported certain differences in phospho-
S6 signal levels in TSC2 heterozygous cells (Costa et al.,
2016; Li et al., 2017). Distinct neuronal environments
between in vitro culture and the human brain may affect
TSC expression from the residual normal allele and/or
cause altered TSC-Rheb protein complex regulation. The
lack of phenotypes in the TSC21/� cells could also be caused
by a distinct mutation in TSC2�/� cells, which may have a
different outcome on TSC2 function/expression.

Considerable genetic drift and instability can occur over the
course of human iPSC culture and after single-cell passaging fol-
lowing gene editing. During the review process of our present
study, we found trisomy of chromosome 12 in our TSC21/1,
TSC21/�, and TSC2�/� iPSCs. The karyotypes were TSC21/1:
47,XX,112; TSC21/�: 47,XX,112,add(17)(q25); TSC2�/�: 47,
XX,112,t(12;12)(p10;p10). Owing to these chromosome abnor-
malities, our results should be treated with caution. Moreover,
we did not absolutely exclude the possibility that the abnormal
chromosome triggered our TSC2�/� phenotypes. Nevertheless,
we think that it is reasonable to conclude that the TSC2�/�

phenotypes we found in this study were independent of the
abnormal chromosome, for the following reasons: (1) Enhanced
Ca21 influx and Cav1.3 expression in TSC2�/� neurons are de-
pendent on the activity of mTOR, which is localized on chromo-
some 1 in humans. (2) CACNA1D is localized on chromosome 3
in humans, and amplification of CACNA1D is not likely to
be involved in the increase in CACNA1D expression in
TSC2�/� neurons. (3) Overexpression of the constitutively
active form of Rheb in TSC21/1 neurons increased Cav1.3
protein levels and Ca21 influx in the transfected cells. (4)
Since all genotypes of our iPSCs had trisomy 12, it is diffi-
cult to explain that an increase in the number of chromo-
some 12 affects only TSC2�/� phenotypes.

In conclusion, we demonstrated enhanced Ca21 influx via
LTCCs, likely Cav1.3, which would underlie the aberrant neuro-
nal firing of TSC2�/� neurons. The augmentation of Ca21 influx
via LTCCs in TSC2�/� neurons depends on mTOR activity. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first study highlighting the
signal crosslink between the TSC-mTOR pathway and Ca21 sig-
naling via LTCCs. Thus, our findings provide critical evidence
for the understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying
the developmental and psychiatric phenotypes of TSC. Since
altered mTOR signaling is associated with several other genetic
syndromes in addition to TSC, such as phosphatase and tensin
homolog deleted on chromosome 10-related syndrome, neurofi-
bromatosis Type 1, and fragile X syndrome (Switon et al., 2017),
our findings could be a fundamental molecular mechanism

Figure 10. Sustained activation of CREB in TSC2�/� neurons on membrane depolarization. A, Schematic illustration of rapamycin treatment, KCl stimulation, and immunostaining after plat-
ing NPCs for neuronal differentiation. B, Immunostaining of phospho-CREB (green) in TSC21/1, TSC21/�, TSC2�/�, and rapamycin-treated TSC2�/� neurons after membrane depolarization.
Red represents MAP2. Scale bar, 50mm. C, The intensity histograms of pCREB (arbitrary units) are shown. Experiments were performed at least 3 times with independent cultures.
Representative data are shown. D, Percentage of neurons with high pCREB immunoreactivity (intensity. 3000). Data are mean 6 SD; n= 4-8 experiments. For each experiment, 200-750
neurons were analyzed. Two-way repeated-measures ANOVA (genotype, F(3,56) = 3.6403), *p= 0.03038. Tukey HSD test, **p= 0.0051, TSC21/� (n= 7) versus TSC2�/� (n= 6);
***p= 0.00073, TSC2�/� (n= 6) versus TSC2�/� 1 Rapa (n= 4); **p= 0.0013, TSC21/1 (n= 8) versus TSC2�/� (n= 6).
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triggering epilepsy in these diseases. This idea would be sup-
ported by a recent study showing the increased Ca21 influx via
LTCC in human NPCs lacking fragile X mental retardation pro-
tein (Danesi et al., 2018). It is important for future studies to
examine whether the neurons of patients with TSC have
enhanced Ca21 influx via LTCCs and altered Cav1.3 levels in the
brain.
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